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Types of Antique Coffee Grinders
Antique coffee grinders are very much in fashion now a day and there are many antique shops and online
marketplaces which are selling antique coffee grinders to their lovers. As people started utilizing coffee as a
beverage in 15th century thus there are number of designs, models and makes belonging from various countries
are available. These are usually very good decorated and some are only to be used as decoration pieces while
remaining are working and are able to provide you fresh coffee bean grind and can also improve the appearance of
your kitchen. Antique coffee grinders always have a handle and were made with some heavy and long‐lasting
material using iron, wood and glass. These are heavier in weight and usually well decorated. There are number of
models, makes and designs but we can distribute these among four basic types.
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Wall Mounted:
These are early American antique coffee grinders and can be mounted on wall. There are hundreds of
versions of wall mounted coffee grinders which were offered in those days made up of different materials
like, iron, wood, glass etc. These have a smaller jar upside to put the coffee beans into. There is a handle
to rotate and grind the beans and below is the place where you can receive the outcome.
Counter Drop:
These antique coffee grinders look like the manual choppers and can be fixed on the edge of a counter.
These have a container to hold the coffee beans and when you rotate the handle lever it starts grinding
the coffee beans with burr mechanism and you can get the grind up to your requirement from the bottom
area.
Wheel Based:
Wheel based grinders are some unusual antique coffee grinders and now rarely available. There is a
central jar shaped container in which the burr mechanism is also adjusted. You put the coffee beans into
it and there are two wheels on the right and left side of the central container. One wheel has a handle
with it and other just rotates along with the first on when you rotate it through handle. There is a box
below like a boxed mill and the grind finally comes into that drawer type box.
Boxed Mill:
You can call them the most traditional coffee grinders. These antique coffee grinders are still under
production and are most widely used manual coffee grinders. They are available in different shapes and
colors and designs but the most common this they have is a box and a rotating arm.

Some books also have been published on antique coffee grinders and if you want to have an antique coffee grinder
then you must have some basic idea about its types now.
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